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Authors use Compustat data on US firms to document that:

(i) unsecured credit is strongly procyclical

(ii) secured credit is acyclical

This novel empirical fact points at importance of unsecured credit to explain business output volatility.

As such this fact challenges the current literature that largely focuses on collateralized credit.

Natural interpretation: unsecured credit relies on borrower’s “reputation”
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- Authors provide a *tractable* model of unsecured credit
- Simple model exhibits productive/unproductive firms
- Simple model exhibits three steady states:
  - one where unsecured credit not sustained
  - one with efficient capital allocation (as in frictionless economy)
  - a “middle” one with *inefficient* capital allocation
- When reputation is too low, credit constraint tightens: this results in capital misallocation
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- Note that business sector as a whole is not in debt

- Tractability comes from two-point productivity distribution

- Extended model calibrated such that middle steady-state indeterminate

- Reputation driven by *sunspot* shocks

- Intuition is crystal clear: dynamic complementarity

- If tomorrow’s credit limit expected to tighten, larger incentives to renege on debt that tightens today’s credit limit
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- Authors acknowledge that Compustat has a large-firm bias: public companies

- Would a US data sample with larger firm coverage deliver a different picture than Compustat?

- Similarly, European firms are more bank dependent

- Anecdotal evidence that (small and medium) firm - bank relationship has two features: both long-term and secured

- Would be great to look at data samples with larger firm coverage (French data?)
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- First comment less critical than it may sound!

- Paper does not report the model’s prediction regarding secured vs unsecured credit (relative volatilities and correlation)

- Does the model predict that secured credit is acyclical?

- One suspects it does not, e.g. if augmented with collateral price effect

- With broader firm coverage, one expects both secured and unsecured to be volatile and to correlate with business output

- Paper provides a neat model of unsecured credit: quid of extension to labor misallocation?
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- In related model, competing intuition provided by Gu, Mattesini, Monnet, Wright (2013)

- Opposite to dynamic complementarity: if one expects credit limit to tighten tomorrow, *large* incentives to repay today

- Reason is: tightened credit limit may *improve* welfare

- Keep in mind that such reasoning relies on *small* deviations from unconstrained credit allocation

- Idea is: slightly lower credit means no quantity first-order effect on welfare and lower interest rate
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- Difference with Azariadis-Kaas-Wen: non-monotonic map
- Azariadis-Kaas-Wen show that sunspot-driven credit cycles do not necessarily rest on such intuition when the credit market allows capital reallocation (they have a monotonic map)
- In addition, their richer model predicts that unsecured credit is volatile and correlate with business output as in US data